in day and Sunday-schools, and carry a salutary influence into the homes, churches and neighborhoods where they reside. The schools and theological departments also send out many ministers and missionaries, who carry the Gospel to their people in the South and in Africa.

—the work of the Association is a providential growth, each part having a relation to the whole, and its plans, while at present embracing mainly the "Despised Races," as they have been called, are restricted in principle to no race or continent.

DEPARTURE OF THE "azor."

The departure of the Azor with the first instalment of the African exodus, from Charleston, S. C., marks an epoch in the history of the colored race.

It may have been a question in some minds whether the freedman could be aroused by the missionary spirit. By some, even of the teachers in our schools, fears have been felt that, perhaps, the call for missionaries might come and the people not be ready to respond. The question is decided that, whenever this call shall be made, there will be no lack of men. We have more to fear now from unbridled enthusiasm than from want of zeal.

This African Exodus Association had its origin, undoubtedly, among disaffected politicians, but it soon became a sort of religious crusade. It gained but little progress among the people, until the idea was suggested that it be made a missionary enterprise. From the time the Azor sailed into the harbor until her departure, on the 21st of April, with her living freight for Liberia, the wharves and streets of the city were thronged with people of all sexes and ages, eager to view the African "Mayflower." Hundreds, who had engaged their passage months before, were left behind, for want of room. How long this enthusiasm will continue, and what may be the success of this first company, of course are questions to be answered by and by. We dare not venture any prophecy, either good or evil. It is an experiment, some features of which are not in the line of our ideas; but if, in the providence of God, it shall prove to be Africa what the Pilgrim enterprise has been to America, we shall rejoice. We should prefer to have a different class of emigrants undertake this work, and lay the foundation of African civilization upon a broader foundation. Our object is to raise up men of intelligence, and sound and broad religious principle, for this work, and we naturally look with some anxiety to the effect of turning loose in Africa the freedman, as we find him in the South at present. We hope for the best, however, and shall pray for the success of the movement, that God may overrule all our fears, and make it for good. This one question we are glad to have settled, as we think it is by this movement, that there is no lack of enthusiasm in the negro heart for his fatherland; and that, when the call shall come for more laborers in that field, we shall have this enthusiasm on our side.

THE INDIAN BOYS AT HAMPTON.

Visitors to St. Augustine, Fla., during the last three years have been directed to Capt. Pratt's Indians as among the objects of interest in Fort Marion. There they were carried, as prisoners of war, in the spring of 1875, after the terrible massacres which had taken place in the Indian Territory by the Five Tribes. They went South, each with his legs fastened to a log with chains. They were filled with hatred over their real or fancied wrongs. One jumped from the cars, and was shot by the guard; one killed himself on the way. They wore only their Indian blankets, and had great brass hoops in their ears. They knew no word of English. It was their good fortune to fall into the hands of a Christian army officer, who, by his skill in management, and patience in seek-
ing to do them good, at length won their confidence, and succeeded, with the help of a few benevolent ladies, in teaching them some of the simplest elements of civilization and learning. A few of them can read very well.

At the end of their second year, Mrs. Dr. Caruthers, of Tarrytown, N. Y., who had been teaching among them, determined to secure, if possible, the education of two young men of her class. She obtained permission from the Indian Commission, and raised money for the purpose. Other means and offers of help came in. At length it was found that twenty-two of them desired to go to school. They are now discharged from their imprisonment. The old chiefs go back to their people, greatly changed for the better. Fifteen of the young men were left at Hampton, April 13th, to be educated in the Normal Institute. They have begun their regular studies, and have been detailed to various departments of work, in shop and on farm. They seem perfectly happy and contented, and their new comrades treat them with kindness and consideration.

Here is another of those curious comminglings, and crossings of lines, of which life is so full, and yet which never cease to surprise us. The African and the Indian meet at Hampton, to be trained together, to be intelligent citizens and Christians, and the teachers of their people. Thus the two races are brought face to face—"the two races whose past involves America's greatest responsibilities; whose future, some of her hardest problems."

It costs $115 to keep one of these Indian boys at Hampton for a year—that, with what he is able to earn by his labor. This amount has been pledged by individuals alone, or together, for the education of most of the number. Mrs. Caruthers, having done so much, has asked the A. M. A., through its President and its Secretary, to assume the tuition of one of her wards, and the Executive Committee desire to do so; and Zonke-nah, twenty-one years of age, of the Kiowa tribe, will go to Hampton, in addition to those already there, as the pupil of the Association, if some of our friends, who may be especially interested in the elevation of the Indians, will make up this small amount, and help on this work, in which the elements are combined of romance, beneficence, and personality.

A SUNDAY-SCHOOL CONCERT.

Nothing is more welcome in these days than new ideas for use in Sunday-schools. What to do with the Concert has been a question which has perplexed teachers and superintendents year after year, as the months come, one after another, in rapid succession. The verses containing "faith" and "hope" and "heaven" must be nearly all learned now in some quarters, and the new suggestion is, try a Missionary Concert, or, if you please, an American Missionary Concert.

But, how shall it be done? The answer is at hand. The pattern, even, can be sent, like Demorest's or Butterick's, in paper and by mail. We have one in our hands, about six inches by eight, four pages. It consists of a series of questions and answers (prepared originally by Rev. A. E. Wsiship, of Somerville, Mass.) upon the nature and the work of the A. M. A., and we are almost surprised to find so much valuable and exact information packed in this form, and in so taking and interesting a shape. Coupled with this is a small sheet collection of eight or ten Jubilee Songs, to be sung at intervals during the Catechetical Exercise. We hear that this exercise has been used with great interest and success in several Sunday-schools at and near Boston; and we commend, most cordially, the thought and plan to the consideration and use of Superintendents and Presidents of Missionary Societies. The twenty-sixth article in the programme is a collection, and a legend instructing generous youth how to address their gifts to us. A new edition is in preparation, or in press. The questions and songs may be ob-